The design and evaluation of therapeutic gene transfection protocols and vectors are under extensive development. Magnetic resonance imaging ( MRI ) techniques can aid considerably in the development of experimental treatment approaches, as well as in determining treatment response by observing gross tissue morphology. However, through a unique set of contrast parameters, namely T 1 , T 2 , and diffusion, more information about tissue status can be obtained while delineating and classifying tumor characteristics in more detail. We show here that T 1 relaxation in the rotating frame, T 1 , provides unique in vivo MRI contrast. Ganciclovir treatment of HSV -tk + BT4C gliomas, which effectively eradicates these tumors, resulted in significantly prolonged T 1 relaxation times in MRI already after 3 days of treatment, whereas conventional contrast parameters were elevated after 6 -8 days of therapy. Interestingly, the prolonged T 1 values were observed while an increase in tumor volume was still taking place. The regions of elevated T 1 relaxation coincided with high apoptotic activity as determined by histology, suggesting that T 1 MRI contrast could be used as a novel early indicator of cytotoxic cell damage in gliomas.
A number of experimental gene therapy strategies have been studied in an effort to induce brain tumor eradication in vivo. Gene therapy has emerged as an extremely promising approach for treating malignant gliomas. 1 The strategies tested include suicide genes such as herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (HSV-tk ) 2 and cytosine deaminase 3 sensitizing tumor cells to nontoxic prodrugs, cancer inhibitory genes such as p53, 4, 5 genes inducing immune responses against the tumor such as interleukins 6 and tumor necrosis factor, 7 and finally, antiangiogenic therapy. 8 The HSV-tk approach has showed promising potential in clinical treatment of patients with glioma. 9, 10 However, studies clearly indicate that both design and evaluation of gene transfection protocols and vectors still require extensive development, and importantly, reliable detection of favorable tissue response both in the research and clinical environments.
It is a common observation that gene therapy-induced cytotoxity leads to cell death through the programmed cell death pathway. For instance, it has previously been shown in a BT4C rat brain glioma that HSV-tk -mediated gene therapy induces synchronous apoptosis resulting in tumor remission. 11, 12 The ability of in vivo NMR methods to noninvasively detect brain tumor responses upon gene therapy has been clearly recognized. Using both magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance spectroscopy ( MRS ) it has been demonstrated that biophysical and biochemical changes of endogenous compounds are much more sensitive indexes of favorable treatment response than reduction of tumor size or gross morphology. 11 -15 Studies of rat BT4C glioma have demonstrated that patches within the tumor tissue with increased T 2 11 and apparent diffusion coefficient of water 12 coincide with tumor growth arrest. Interestingly, an early sign of ongoing HSV-tkinduced apoptosis is the accumulation of polyunsaturated fatty acids, mainly in the form of free fatty acids and triglycerides, 15 suggesting that biochemical events probed by MRS may be more sensitive to the cytotoxic process than those sensed by MRI. In line with this idea, it has been shown by 31 P MRS that lonidamine causes a drop in intracellular pH by 0.45 pH units in implanted 9L tumors within 30 minutes. 16 Thus, a wealth of MRI and MRS information can already be accessed in experimental tumors in vivo, 17 which can have direct impact in clinical assessment of patients with tumor treated with novel therapies.
Tumor responses upon gene therapy-induced cytotoxicity are associated with significant changes in MRI parameters such as T 2 and diffusion; however, these variables appear to indicate tissue loss due to progression of apoptotic cell death only after several days of treatment. 11 In the present study we show, using a multiparametric MRI protocol, that T 1 relaxation in the rotating frame (T 1 ) provides a novel means of monitoring early intracellular processes that coincide with the onset of apoptosis in tumor tissue. T 1 relaxation refers to T 1 relaxation in the rotating frame in the presence of on-resonance spin -lock field. It allows spinlattice relaxation to be probed at low effective field generated by radio frequency pulse, still taking advantage of high signal-to -noise ratio and spatial resolution provided by high main magnetic field. It is believed that, under these conditions, water in close interaction with macromolecular pool in the cell interior has the most significant contribution to the relaxation. 18, 19 Indeed, in protein phantoms, different protein concentrations, 20 viscosity, and pH 21 dramatically influenced T 1 relaxation. It has recently been demonstrated that T 1 highlights cerebral ischemia within minutes after onset 22 and interestingly, T 1 appears to correlate with developing neuronal damage even in situations where conventionally used MRI parameters failed to show the developing damage. 23, 24 Here we show that T 1 is an early indicator of cytotoxic cell damage in the BT4C glioma model, thus adding a new, potentially useful MRI parameter for the noninvasive evaluation of tumor therapy.
Material and methods

Glioma model
BT4C gliomas transfected with viral HSV-tk gene were induced by implanting 10 4 HSV-tk + cells in 5 l Optimem to a depth of 2.5 mm into the corpus callosum of female BDIX rats (University of Bergen, Norway ) weighing 140-200 g as described previously. 11 Rats in the treatment group were injected with GCV (25 mg /kg i.p., twice daily) for 10 days. Untreated tumor-bearing animals served as controls. All animal experiments were performed according to the guidelines approved by the Ethical Committee of the National Laboratory Animal Center, Kuopio, Finland.
Histology and water content
Rats were sacrificed by an overdose of pentobarbital and transcardial perfusion with 0.9% NaCl for 10 minutes ( 30 mL / min ) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 for 20 minutes (30 mL /min ). The fixed brains were removed from the skull, postfixed in buffered paraformaldehyde for 12 hours, and rinsed overnight in 20% sucrose. Standard paraffin -embedded histology sections were then produced and stained for TUNEL ( ApopTag Plus, Oncor, Gaithersburg, MD ) to reveal apoptotic nuclei, using a methyl green counterstain. Apoptotic nuclei were counted in tumor tissue from arbitrarily chosen high power fields (HPFÂ60, Olympus AX -70 microscope, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan ) within a core region accounted for by the innermost third of tumor radius, an intermediate third, and a rim region representing the outermost third of tumor radii ( n= 4 -6 ). The water content of nonfixed tumors and cerebral cortex were determined as the ratio of dry to wet weight.
MRI
For MRI, rats were anesthetized with 0.8-1.0% halothane in 70 /30 N 2 O/O 2 and the core temperature of animals was monitored and maintained close to 378C using a heated water blanket. MRI was performed in a horizontal 4.7-T magnet ( Magnex Scientific, Yarnton, UK ), equipped with actively shielded field gradients (Magnex Scientific) interfaced to s.m.i.s. console (Surrey Medical Imaging Systems, Guildford, UK ). A custom -made surface coil (diam. 35 mm ) was used as both receiver and transmitter. Rats were fixed into a custom -built head holder using a mouth bar and ear pins, and tilted to an angle corresponding to a stereotactic rat brain atlas 25 allowing comparison of a similar MRI section with histology. For each MRI session, the imaging slice was positioned the same distance from the inner lining of the skull.
T 1 was quantified using an adiabatic spin -lock pulse, which consists of two 4-ms -long hyperbolic secant adiabatic half passages, interrupted by a variable -length spin -lock period, followed by a crusher gradient before a FLASH imaging sequence ( center-out k -space sampling, repetition time [TR ] of 4.8 ms, echo time [TE ] of 2.3 ms, field of view [FOV ] of 35 mm, and matrix size of 128Â64, flip angle close to the Ernst angle, slice thickness of 1.5 mm, six scans /image, four spin -lock times ranging between 20 and 100 ms, spin -lock field of 0.6 G, 3.5 seconds delay between scans ). In some of the rats ( n= 9 ), highresolution T 1 images were also acquired using the same spin -lock scheme in front of a Hahn spin -echo sequence ( TR of 2500 ms, TE of 23 ms, FOV of 35 mm, matrix size of 256Â128, slice thickness of 1 mm, two scans / image, and three spin -lock times ranging between 10 and 80 ms at 0.6 G ) to allow for more detailed regional comparison with histology (in -plane resolution of 137Â137 m after zero filling ).
Absolute T 2 images were acquired by combining Hahn spin -echo data obtained at four TEs between 20 and 110 ms. TR of 1.5 seconds, FOV of 35 mm, matrix size of 128Â64, slice thickness of 1.5 mm, and an adiabatic BIR -4 refocusing pulse 26 were used. T 1 was quantified using a nonselective adiabatic inversion pulse followed by a crusher gradient in front of FLASH imaging sequence with aforementioned parameters and inversion times ( TI) 50, 500, 1500, and 2000 ms, 7.5 seconds delay between scans, four scans / line. Absolute diffusion coefficient images were obtained using a spin -echo sequence ( TR of 1500, TE of 55 ms ) with four bipolar gradient pairs in each direction. This achieves weighting by the trace of the diffusion tensor
TraceD ¼ Þ in a single acquisition. 27 Data from three acquisitions with different diffusion weighting, b values between 70 and 1420 s /mm 2 , were used to calculate the absolute D av images.
Tumor volumes were determined from T 2 -weighted multislice spin -echo images ( TR of 2500 ms, TE of 55 ms, matrix size of 256Â128, FOV of 35 mm, two scans /line and a contiguous slices of 1-mm thickness ).
11
Data analysis
Absolute T 1 , T 2 , T 1 , and D av images were calculated on a pixel -by -pixel basis by fitting the MRI data with a single exponential as a function of spin -lock time, TE, TI or b value, respectively, using a Matlab routine (Mathworks, Natick, MA ). The variation of T 1 values in the tumor was determined by manual delineation of tumor boundaries in the imaging slice, and computing the histograms of T 1 with a bin size of 2 ms in Matlab. T 1 profiles through the tumor were also produced. Spin density maps were reconstructed from T 2 data by calculating signal intensity at TE =0 and correcting for partial saturation using tissue T 1 data. Student's t test was used for the evaluation of statistical significance.
Results
A typical set of T 1 -weighted and absolute T 1 images is shown from a BT4C glioma (Fig 1, A -C ) . It is evident, that before the GCV treatment, the tumors appear T 1 -isointense relative to cerebral cortex (Fig 2A ) and that the tumor shows rather homogenous T 1 relaxation times through the imaging slice. This homogeneity is a typical feature of the BT4C Figure 1 Treatment response in HSV -tk+ BT4C gliomas. T 1 -weighted high -resolution spin -echo images ( left ), T 1 maps ( middle ), and histology ( methyl green counterstain ) sections ( right ) from corresponding tumors are shown for an untreated tumor ( A ) and tumors treated with GCV for 4 ( B ) and 10 ( C ) days. Outlined boxes in T 1 color maps depict analyzed cross sections.
gliomas, and can be observed for other relaxation parameters as well. A histological section representing the MRI slice is shown (Fig 1) . In contrast to T 1 , tumor T 2 relaxation was 10.5 ± 0.5 ms shorter than in the normal parietal cerebral cortex ( Fig 2B ) . This observation is consistent with a previous study of BT4C gliomas from our laboratory at 9.4 T. 11 The glioma T 1 relaxation times were 102± 16 ms longer than in the normal brain cortex (Fig 2C ) . Because water content has an obvious effect on MRI relaxation times, the water content in tumors was determined by using invasive means. However, the water content in the cerebral cortex and untreated BT4C gliomas were identical ( 78.4 ± 0.9% and 78.7 ± 0.6%, respectively, n =3, mean ± SEM ). These data show that the relaxation time differences between normal and tumor tissue were not due to water content, but rather due to altered properties of the tumor water microenvironment. D av images showed near isointensity between normal cortex and tumors ( Fig 2D ) .
GCV treatment of HSV-tk -bearing BT4C gliomas induces apoptotic cell death and extensive tumor regression. 11, 15 Initial tumor volumes of 45 ± 8 mm 3 typically increased by 32± 12% until 4 -6 days of treatment, after which volumes declined to starting values together with progressing tissue hypodensity by day 10. The observations are in line with our previous study, in which reduction of tumor volumes was observed after 6 days of GCV treatment. 11 Significant prolongation in tumor T 1 relaxation was observed already after 3 days of treatment (Fig 2A ) , but changes in T 2 , T 1 and D av response were observed only after 6 -8 days of GCV treatment (Fig 2, B -D ) . The spin density changes were far less pronounced, increasing after day 6, and becoming significant by day 10 ( Fig 2E) in parallel with T 1 changes. This can be attributed to the net water accumulation in tissue, such as observed in ischemic brain. 28 None of the MRI parameters were significantly affected in the nontreated tumors studies over a period of 10 days (n = 5, data not shown).
A set of high -resolution T 1 -weighted images and T 1 maps are shown from animals at days 0, 4, and 10 of GCV treatment in parallel with corresponding histology section ( Fig 1, A -C ) . T 1 profile through the tumor shows high relaxation values in peritumoral brain ( Fig 1A ) , attributable to peritumoral edema detectable also by histological means, and in some cases as shown in Figure 1A , due to histologically verified acellularity in the center of the tumor. Before treatment, the variation of T 1 values is small; however, the response of T 1 relaxation time in the tumors prior and after GCV treatment showed a shift toward prolonged values at day 4. This was characterized by an extensive drop in the number of pixels with normal relaxation and a considerable increase in the population of voxels with prolonged relaxation times ( Fig 3) . Interest- Cancer Gene Therapy MRI of early apoptotic response in a rat glioma JM Hakumäki et al ingly, the absolute T 1 images typically show an intratumoral, concentric ''rim'' of elevated values in the periphery of the tumor ( and clearly distinct from the peritumoral edema ) after 4 days of treatment, where histology, however, indicated no obvious cell loss. In these rim regions, numerous TUNEL -positive nuclei were observed, and the apoptotic indexes were significantly elevated ( 4-to 5 -fold ) after 4 days of treatment, mainly in the peripheral regions ( Fig 4 ) .
Discussion
We show here, for the first time, unique therapy-induced MRI contrast changes in tumors undergoing targeted GCV treatment and concurrent apoptotic regression. The present data demonstrate that T 1 is so far, the most sensitive endogenous MRI indicator of gene therapy -mediated cell damage in gliomas. These very early changes (some 2 -3 days after treatment ) are unlike those observed by more conventional, clinically used relaxation and diffusion parameters, and surprisingly resemble more those observed in cerebral ischemia. 23 It should be pointed out that the T 1 MR relaxation changes take place much earlier than net water accumulation and also before any change in diffusion MRI. These observations resemble data from acute focal ischemia, where T 1 prolongs during the early moments of insult before the other MRI indicators of damage 22 and interestingly, with T 1 magnitude strongly correlating with tissue outcome. 24 Previous work on T 1 MRI of experimental tumors, 19, 29, 30 has shown relatively weak contrast between normal and tumor tissue. Interestingly, dispersion of T 1 has been reported to provide excellent contrast in a mouse model of subcutaneously implanted adenocarcinoma. 19 The relaxation times reported here agree quite well with earlier work on tumors 19 and for normal brain. 23 Recently, Duvvuri and coworkers have shown that T 1 contrast can be useful in detecting chemotherapeutic response in subcutaneous tumors, showing positive response also much earlier than the other contrast parameter studied, T 2 . 31 The interpretation of MRI data in terms of cellular equivalents is not straightforward. Water diffusion has been regarded as the most sensitive MRI indicator of tumor treatment response. 14, 32 Data from 9L gliomas show that diffusion and T 2 change in concert following the induction of tumor regression by nitrosourea, a finding that is paralleled by our previous study on the gene therapy-induced BT4C tumor eradication. 11 Interestingly, the most dramatic diffusion changes have been shown to take place in the ''rapidly diffusing'' water (revealed by small diffusion sensitization, i.e., small b values ), whereas the ''slowly diffusing'' water ( revealed by strong diffusion sensitization, i.e., high b values ) remains unchanged. 12 These data have been proposed to be caused by reduced cellularity, increased extracellular space, and leakage of cell water in to the extracellular space. 32 Although from a clinical standpoint this parameter appears very useful, the depicted changes on the tissue level occur rather late during the course of tumor eradication, and give somewhat a limited account on the underlying mechanisms of cell death. Another interesting observation that might influence tumor diffusion change is the anisotropy, i.e., order structure of the tumor, causing a directional preference for water diffusion. Previous evidence from 9L tumors indicates that in the tumor periphery, substantial anisotropy is present.
14 Consistent with this observation, our data from BT4C gliomas show substantial variation in the apparent diffusion coefficient determined with diffusion weighting along the slice direction 11 and the isotropic D av (Fig 2) . In fact, D av fails to show contrast between untreated BT4C and normal brain ( Fig 2 ) unlike ADC. 11 Thus, treatment response with diffusion MRI can be partially affected by the loss of anisotropy, yielding results dependent on the type of diffusion MRI protocol used.
What makes T 1 an interesting MR relaxation parameter, is its inherent sensitivity to slow molecular processes. The spin -lock conditions used here corresponds to frequencies in the kHz frequency range through:
where ! 1 is the frequency of the spin -lock field, the gyromagnetic ratio, and B 1 the spin -lock field, limiting the origin of spins and relaxation processes contributing to T 1 . Consequently, spins with substantially longer correlation times ( c ) than the bulk water, such as macromolecular protons, may directly contribute to tissue T 1 19 together with the water protons in close contact with proteins and other intracellular macromolecules. 19, 33 The cellular mechanisms affecting T 1 are not fully elucidated; however, the evidence from protein phantoms mimicking cell systems show that T 1 is particularly sensitive to protein mobility, concentration, molecular weight, viscosity, and pH. 20, 21 Under in vivo conditions, proton exchange, 19, 21 cross -relaxation, mediated to a large extent through molecular exchange, 19 local field variations, and direct contribution from protein protons are likely to affect T 1 relaxation. Inasmuch as apoptosis is known to present with biochemical, ionic, ultrastructural, and physical changes in the cell interior before cell lysis, dramatic changes affecting T 1 relaxation are likely to occur.
Cytoskeletal disassembly in apoptotic cells, 34 can be expected to contribute to altered T 1 relaxation through reduced macromolecular size, increased viscosity and altered protein to water ratio. In fact, we have previously shown NMR spectroscopic evidence suggesting that related intracellular viscosity and mobility restriction do indeed occur in this tumor treatment model. 12 However, there is evidence to support intracellular acidification often taking place in apoptosis. 35 Because proton exchange is an acid -basecatalyzed process, acidification would reduce proton exchange rates between bulk protein and tissue water. 36 This effect would thus prolong tissue T 1 , an observation seen in apoptosing BT4C tumors ( Figs 1 and 2) .
The possibility of other intracellular factors such as microscopic susceptibility may also have to be considered, because data from a recent global ischemia study 22 suggest that the paramagnetic effects of tissue O 2 and altered redox states in hyperacute ischemia may account for increase in T 1 . Curiously enough, NADH reportedly becomes reduced in cells undergoing apoptosis, 37 and mitochondria together with the release of key molecules involved in cell respiration, such as cytochrome c, are known to be involved in these early phases of apoptosis. 38 It is therefore plausible that protein redox changes could also contribute to the hyperacute changes observed in this study. However, the lack of other MR parametric changes suggestive of energy failure seems to indicate that this may not be a decisive factor in tumors. The fact that diffusion increases only after 6 days of GCV treatment is in agreement with a previous study using 9L gliomas and a cytosine deaminase transgene. 39 In both of these tumors no evidence for reduced diffusion is obtained, a finding consistent with the hypothesis that severe energy failure is required for reduction in molecular diffusion in vivo. 40 Unlike ischemia, or necrosis, apoptotic cell death is an energy requiring process and cell energy levels are reasonably well maintained. 41, 42 Nevertheless, the clear mismatch between T 1 , and the conventional relaxation parameters, i.e., T 1 and T 2 , diffusion and spin density changes, directly indicates that the latter MRI variables are sensing different cellular events of advanced apoptotic cell death, i.e., depicting increased tissue water content.
In conclusion, the results here show that T 1 relaxation displays an early MRI response to apoptosis in the rat BT4C glioma, unlike other commonplace MR contrast modes. The data suggest that significant tissue alterations on the ''macroscopic'' scale, such as edema, are not taking place within the first 4 days of treatment and, in fact, this MRI contrast parameter clearly becomes altered before tumor volume decrease. Similar changes have recently been reported for a subcutaneous RIF-1 tumor treated by chemotherapy. 31 Interestingly, this is also the same time window during which cellular processes involved in tumor growth arrest appear to take place in this tumor model. 15 T 1 therefore appears sensitized to early processes leading to metabolic and structural reorganization processes after early induction of apoptotic cell death, thus expanding the utility of this relaxation parameter from cerebral ischemia studies 22, 24 to experimental oncology. Often, the primary goal of nonsurgical tumor treatment strategies lies in the promotion of apoptotic, instead of necrotic cell death, in malignant tissue. The structural heterogeneity often observed in clinical tumors will naturally have to be taken into account before translating these results into the clinical setting. T 1 imaging, however, should not be expected to suffer from this feature any more than the other imaging parameters currently in use. Because T 1 imaging has been shown to be clinically feasible in low-field 18 and 1.5 -T MR 43 scanners, this contrast parameter may now provide an attractive modality for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes in human brain cancer.
